
 

 

Shake Shack Calls Bought on Q4 Reset 

Ticker/Price: SHAK ($58.25) 

 

Analysis: 

Shake Shack (SHAK) with 1000 January $57.50 ITM calls opening today near $2.95 as December $60 calls adjust, and SHAK 

has seen 1,650 of the December $61 calls bought and 3000 March $70 calls open in the past week. SHAK shares have corrected 

sharply in Q4 but now back testing near longer term uptrend support and trying to base back where the original breakout move 

started in 2019, shares still +30% YTD despite being down 42% this quarter. The $2.22B casual dining company trades 95X 

Earnings and 3.9X Sales with its topline growing 28% in 2018 and 29.8% in 2019. SHAK is one of the strongest growth stories in the 

industry with plenty of room left for expansion. Its store count was around 208 as of 2018 with 124 company-operated and 84 

licensed which I would note is an opportunity to move more to the franchise asset-light model the Street prefers. In 2019 it will open 

36-40 new “Shacks”, its largest ever, and 2H back-weighted. It has around 50% of its Shacks in the Northeast with significant 

expansion potential is the US and Internationally. It also has been positioning itself uniquely in Hotels, Airports and Ballparks. 

Analysts have an average target of $77 and short interest remains elevated at 15.5% of the float but down sharply from 2018 levels. 

RW Baird started shares Neutral with a $66 target on 11/19 seeing well above-average growth for an extended period but tempered 

by valuation if comps/margin performance do not meaningfully improve near-term. SHAK announced a delivery deal with Grub-

Hub in Q4. Wedbush lowered its target to $75 after Q3 SSS and margins disappointed with an impact from dropping non-GrubHub 

delivery partners. Hedge Fund ownership increased modestly in Q3 filings, Leonard Green an interesting holder of $110M.  

Hawk Vision: 

 

Hawk’s Perspective: SHAK has been punished but I think the issues are transitory and see it still as one of the most 

compelling growth names in the industry, so keep an eye on a move above $60, these Mar $70 calls are intriguing.  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


